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TOWN OF EAST FISHKILL 

PLANNING BOARD MEETING 

MARCH 21, 2017 

 

 

Lori Gee called the meeting to order with the following members present:  Michael O’Brien, 

Craig Smith, John Eickman.  Jason Paraskeva arrived at 7:30. John Cutler was absent.   Dave 

Ellis, Traffic Engineer, Pete Setaro, Morris Associates, Scott Bryant, Town Engineer and Tom 

Wood, Town Attorney were also present along with Pam Baier, Clerk and Julie Beyer, Meeting 

Secretary. 

 

The meeting began with the Pledge of Allegiance. 

 

CHAIRPERSON COMMENTS 

Ms. Gee announced that the next two dates were Tuesday, April 4th, 2017, and Wednesday, April 

19th, 2017.  She stated there is nothing on the agenda for the April 4th meeting and it is too late to 

submit for it.  

MOTION made by Michael O’Brien, seconded by Craig Smith, to cancel the April 

4, 2017 meeting. Voted and carried unanimously. 

 

Ms. Gee stated the next meetings would now be Wednesday, April 19 and Tuesday, May 2, 

2017. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETINGS HELD: 

 

 

January 17 and February 21, 2017  

 

 

Ms. Gee stated the minutes for both meetings would be held over until the next meeting to ensure 

a quorum. 
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ADJOURNED PUBLIC HEARING: 

 

 

Hopewell Square Amended Site Plan, Route 376 

 

 

Tim Allen, Bibbo Associates and Patrick Gigliotti, owner,  were present.  

 

 

  

MOTION made by Michael O’Brien, seconded by Craig Smith, to reopen the Public 

Hearing. Voted and carried unanimously. 

 

 

Mr. Allen stated they met with the owner of the neighboring property. They are providing a 

fence and additional landscaping along the property line. He stated they met with the Fire 

Advisory Board and they have no objections and should have submitted a memo. Ms. Gee stated 

the last comments from them stated that there were still some items that had not been addressed 

from their original comments. She asked if there were any changes to the plan due to the FAB 

meeting. Mr. Allen said no. They have cleared up the turning radius issues and have shown a fire 

truck on the plans. They are not proposing a sprinkler system for the buildings. Ms. Gee asked if 

they were proposing a dry system and Mr. Allen said not as of now. It is still to be worked out 

when they do the final building plans. He stated they have received ARB approval and they did 

have elevations to show. Since the last meeting when they talked about moving the dumpster 

they are now showing it on the north side of the property. The handicap spaces have been revised 

to provide one at the restaurant, one at the upper end of the office building, and one at the lower 

side and they are shown on the plans. They have also submitted to the Department of Health for 

the Well Permit. The DOT application should go in next week. Ms. Gee asked if that was for the 
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expanded egress and Mr. Allen said yes. Mr. Allen stated they would submit copies to the Board. 

Mr. O'Brien asked exactly where the refuse was being relocated to. Mr. Allen said it was now in 

the upper corner. They have also added a sidewalk on the north side of the building to get to the 

refuse container. Ms. Robbins stated she spoke to the applicant after last meeting and she asked 

if they could update the plans for the Public Hearing so it could be viewed by the public. She 

stated she believes the only items that were not addressed from the previous Planning Board 

meeting was landscaping being shown on the neighboring side of the fence. There is new 

landscaping shown along Route 376 now. The neighbor has requested just grass up to the fence. 

The other issue that was not addressed was a particular location for loading. The vinyl fence has 

been changed to a neutral color and the handicap spaces have been changed. Mr. Allen stated 

they removed five total spaces to be land bank since the last meeting. He stated they are not 

proposing a loading area. If someone is going to unload at the back they will park back there and 

there is a 24-foot travel way around the building. Ms. Gee said if they were going to unload from 

the front they could use the space between the handicap spaces and that would be enough room. 

She asked about in the back and Mr. Allen said it would be the same thing. Ms. Gee asked if 

there were any other changes on the plan since the last meeting and Mr. Allen said no. They have 

done a little bit of landscaping on the front and moved a few bushes around the front but it is all 

minor landscaping. Engineer Bryant asked if there would be landscaping to shield the South side 

of the fence. Ms. Robbins stated she did make that request to the applicant and that the applicant 

responded back that the neighbor would prefer to be able to mow all the way up to the fence. It 

will still be in the view shed from Route 376. The Planning Board will have to decide whether or 
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not they want to require landscaping on the other side. Ms. Gee asked if the fencing was right on 

the property boundary and Ms. Robbins stated it is shown there now, but they could probably 

move it slightly onto their property to include landscaping on both sides. That has been 

mentioned to the applicant. Engineer Bryant suggested a lower type landscaping like Juniper. 

Ms. Robbins stated the elevations are on the computer for the Board to see. 

 

Ms. Gee asked Mr. Ellis if he was satisfied with the turning radius of the fire truck shown on the 

plans and Mr. Ellis said yes. She asked if there were any changes to signage and he said no. Mr. 

Allen stated they did show the vertical clearance on the plan also and it is fine. Mr. Ellis stated 

his only concern is with parking spaces and the applicant has confirmed they have been removed. 

Ms. Gee asked if they were showing a crosswalk between the parking lots for the daycare and the 

offices and Mr. Allen said yes. Mr. Ellis stated with those changes everything appears to be 

satisfactory from the traffic circulation and accommodations. 

 

Ms. Gee asked Mr. Allen for an overview of the elevations. Mr. Allen stated the site drops from 

front to back. Ms. Gee asked if there was a second floor from the front of the building. Mr. Allen 

said yes but it will only be used for storage. It is a dormer area. Engineer Bryant asked if the wall 

by the egress door was less than 4 feet and Mr. Allen said yes. Engineer Bryant stated if they 

find it needs to be greater than 4 feet it will need to be a structural wall. Ms. Gee asked if the 

restaurant building was going to be solely restaurant or if there were offices intended also. Mr. 

Allen stated it would be solely a restaurant. He stated the ARB has reviewed these elevations and 
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approved them. Ms. Gee asked if they were doing anything between the buildings. Mr. Allen 

stated it would be an open area with some small landscaping. It will be grass with probably a 

small patio. There is a small, level area and the wall will be less than 4 feet tall. Engineer Bryant 

stated anything greater than 4 feet will require a permit.  

 

Ms. Gee asked if they had room along the southern border to pull the fence back some and put 

something on the other side. Mr. Allen stated they would prefer to do away with the fence. They 

have large trees going in there along the property line. He does not believe that moving the fence 

back and putting in some shrubbery would be a deal breaker as far as the application is 

concerned. They do not want to have to go on to the neighbor’s property to plant trees or take 

away some of his lawn area. He stated they would rather not pull the fence back if they don't 

have to. Mr. Gigliotti stated they have talked with the homeowner and the homeowner would 

prefer to not have landscaping on his side. He looked at the property on Ryan Drive with the 

trees along the fence line and asked Mr. Gigliotti if that could be done. Mr. Gigliotti stated he did 

agree to that. He did ask Mr. Gigliotti if it could be top soiled so grass could be planted there. 

That is also fine with Mr. Gigliotti. Engineer Bryant asked if it was going to be a white fence and 

the homeowner liked that, but agreed they could also do a neutral colored fence. He stated it is a 

6-foot vinyl fence. Mr. O'Brien stated it is intended as a screen not as a noise buffer. Mr. 

Gigliotti stated they would put extra trees on his side of the fence. He stated the parking lot is 

much lower in grade than the house. 
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Ms. Gee asked if there were any other sidewalks or pedestrian walkways that they have looked 

into. Mr. Setaro stated they have one comment regarding the sidewalk between the south parking 

area and the building. There will be a grade change of about 11 feet so it will have to be a 

structural sidewalk and will require handrails. Details will need to be shown on the plans. 

 

Ms. Gee asked Ms. Robbins if the parking was sufficient taking into account the land bank 

parking. Ms. Robbins stated there are 37 spaces on the other site, most of which are not used to 

full capacity during the day. The restaurant use will be off use of when the office building is 

being used. She believes that there is a definite possibility for sharing the parking lots. Mr. 

O'Brien asked what the target number of spots was and Ms. Robbins said 107 is the target, but 

that is conservative and it depends on what goes in the office building. Right now they have 102 

spaces. She stated it will depend on the actual use and number of office suites that go in and the 

number of patrons that the restaurant will accomodate. Ms. Gee asked if that was something that 

would be monitored as offices are leased out. Ms. Robbins stated they have accounted for a large 

part of it as medical offices. That is usually the big parking space generator. She is confident that 

the medical office spaces will be not in use when the restaurant is at highest demand. She stated 

if a change of use goes in there, they may have to re-visit the parking. She does believe there is 

plenty of overflow spaces at the other site. Attorney Wood stated they would revisit it when the 

applicant takes out their fit up permits. Mr. Allen stated they are fairly conservative on the plans. 

They are also moving the offices from the daycare building to the new building so they know 

that some of that will be office and medical. 
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Ms. Gee asked if there were any other questions or comments from the Board members. There 

were none she asked if there were any more questions or comments from the Town Professionals 

and there were none. She asked if there was anyone to speak for or against this application. 

 

David Dahlke stated he is the resident neighboring this property. He is happy with the fence and 

does prefer not to have any other landscaping on his side. Ms. Gee stated maybe the applicant 

could pull the fence back and add landscaping and possibly change of color to more neutral. Mr. 

Dahlke stated he would just prefer a color change. Engineer Bryant stated maybe they could 

compromise into planting out towards Route 376 along with a neutral color fence. 

 

Ms. Gee asked if there was anyone else to speak for or against this application and there was no 

one. 

 

Ms. Gee asked Mr. Setaro if there were any other drainage issues. Mr. Setaro stated they have 

done a nice job and are very few minor items to be added to the SWPPP.  

 

Ms. Gee asked Ms. Robbins if there was anything to stop them from closing public hearing 

tonight. Ms. Robbins said no. Ms. Gee stated this would be put on April 19 agenda for approval. 

Ms. Gee asked the applicant if there was anything they needed to get done prior to the April 19 

meeting. Mr. Setaro stated they needed Department of Health approval before they can do much 

else anyway 
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MOTION made by Michael O'Brien, seconded by Craig Smith, to close this Public 

Hearing. Voted and carried unanimously. 

 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

 

Criterion Ventures ASP, Route 376 

 

 

Dennis Lynch was present. 

 

Mr. Lynch stated that this is 25 Route 376, formerly JT Manor. It has been vacant for the last 

year or so. 

(Jason Paraskeva arrived at this time.) 

Mr. Lynch stated when they were last before the Board in January they received comments from 

Morris Associates and one of their comments was to widen the entrance and to get Board of 

Health approval. They FOILed the existing system that is out there and there was nothing on 

record. They are working with the Board of Health to get their approvals for the change of use. 

The existing septic has been inspected by Hopewell Septic and Pump and is in very good 

condition. It is located under the pavement. The existing entrance is a little bit more than 16 feet 

and they have extended it to 22 feet. There is a large tree on the north side of the site so they 

cannot go there. Mr. Setaro asked if they could add striping to the bottom by the handicap spot to 

encourage people to go into the lot. Mr. Lynch said that would be no problem. 

 

Ms. Gee asked if there were any other changes being made to the site plan itself, and Mr. Lynch 

said no. Mr. O'Brien asked if they were going to be cutting any trees and Mr. Lynch said no. 
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There are no changes proposed to the exterior other than widening the entrance way. Mr. Ellis 

asked if they had any DOT discussions. Mr. Lynch said they have not since there are no roadway 

changes. They are not making any changes to the actual entrance way onto Route 376. They are 

just widening the area on their property. 

 

Ms. Gee asked if they had met with the Fire Advisory Board. Mr. Lynch said yes. They 

requested that the refuse container be moved more than 35 feet away from the building. They 

will also add a Knox box. Ms. Robbins stated that there was a comment that the third floor not be 

used for anything but storage or it would require a secondary means of egress. Mr. Lynch stated 

they only plan on using it for storage. Engineer Bryant stated if they use the third floor then there 

would be a code requirements for sprinklers. 

 

Ms. Gee stated that this appears to be a minor site plan amendment. There is no traffic impact. 

Mr. Ellis stated there will be no significant impact with the change of use. Ms. Gee asked Ms. 

Robbins if there was anything else that needed to be discussed. Ms. Robbins asked if the existing 

parking lot lighting was going to stay the same. Mr. Lynch said yes. Mr. Setaro stated they 

needed Board of Health approval for the change of use and to add the pavement striping and tie 

into the handicap spot striping. 

 

Ms. Gee asked if there were any questions or comments from Board members. There were none.  
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Engineer Bryant asked about the clients that would come to the facility. Mr. Lynch stated the 

clients are on the autism spectrum. Parents will come in and walk the child into the building. 

Engineer Bryant stated there is a Creek right to the South. He asked if they had given any 

consideration to the fence of the Creek area. He was unsure exactly what the vertical drop off 

was. Mr. Lynch stated they would discuss that with the client. They are not proposing any 

outdoor use. Ms. Gee suggested a 4-foot chain-link fence. Mr. Lynch stated the staff is usually a 

one-to-one ratio with the clients. Engineer Bryant stated they could make the fence based on the 

site visit. He will meet the applicant at the site. Mr. O'Brien stated where the old dam was there 

is a significant drop off. Engineer Bryant stated the closer to the parking lot the fence was the 

shorter it could be. Mr. Paraskeva asked if they do anything outside and Mr. Lynch said where 

they are now they currently do not. Mr. O'Brien asked if they had heard any concerns from their 

insurance agent and Mr. Lynch said no. Ms. Gee stated the resolution will require a site visit with 

the Town Engineer to discuss placement of the fence. Mr. Lynch agreed to that. Engineer Bryant 

stated they would not get a CO until it is done. Ms. Gee stated the applicant would need to 

supply the Board with the exact location of the fence and its length. 

 

Mr. Paraskeva asked if they were repaving the whole parking lot and Mr. Lynch stated they were 

going to do repairs but not repave it all. 

 

RESOLUTION FOR AN AMENDED SITE PLAN FOR CRITERION VENTURES 

NAME OF SITE PLAN: Amended Site Plan for Criterion Ventures 
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NAME OF APPLICANT: Criterion Ventures, LLC 

LOCATION:   25 Route 376, Hopewell Junction 

GRID NO.:   6456-02-678711 

Resolution Offered by Planning Board Member Michael O'Brien 

 WHEREAS, the applicant has applied for an amended site plan for a change of use from 

a restaurant to an office for a behavior analysis company; 

 

 WHEREAS, no exterior modifications to the building are proposed; 

 

 WHEREAS, is determined that the proposed action is a minor change to the site plan for 

parking; 

 

 WHEREAS, this is a Type 2 Action and no further SEQR review is required; 

 

 WHEREAS, the applicant has now submitted a final site plan and further finds that the 

application meets the Towns requirements for a final site plan approval, subject to the conditions 

set forth below. 

 

1. The applicant shall use the existing site lighting and parking area and will make minor 

improvements to the parking area including striping and the installation of a handicap 

parking space; 

2. The commercial kitchen shall be removed; 

3. The refuse containers shall be located at least 35 feet from the building in a fireproof 

container; 

4. No use of the third floor shall be permitted except for storage purposes only. If the third 

floor is used in the future, modifications to the building would be required including the 

installation of a secondary means of egress. 

5. Subject to Board of Health approval 

6. A 4-foot fence to be installed to be a barrier on the creek side as agreed to by the Town 

Engineer and Town Planner 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Planning Board hereby issues final 

site plan approval for the above project is represented on a map entitled "Criterion Ventures" 

prepared by MA Day Engineering, PC. Dated December 30, 2016 and revised through 

January 31, 2017; and 

 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that within five (5) business days of the adoption of 

this Resolution, the Chair or other duly authorized member of the Planning Board shall cause a 
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copy of this Resolution to be filed with the Town Clerk and a copy sent to the Applicant/Owner. 

 

Resolution Seconded by Planning Board Member Craig Smith 

 

The votes were as follows: 

 

Board Member Jason Paraskeva      aye 

Board Member Michael O'Brien   aye 

Board Member John Cutler   absent 

Board Member Craig Smith   aye 

Board Member Steve Caswell  absent 

Alternate Board Member John Eickman aye 

Board Chairperson Lori Gee   aye 

 

Motion carried. 

 

 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

MOTION made by Michael O'Brien, seconded by Craig Smith, to adjourn the 

Planning Board meeting. Voted and carried unanimously.    
 

Respectfully submitted: 

 ______________________________, 

     Julie J. Beyer, Meeting Secretary 

    East Fishkill Planning Board 


